Lesson 22: Quiz 7 - Revise Paragraph 5

Directions: Review the Revision Checklist and complete the three preceding bullets.

- Using the Revision Checklist, determine what is wrong with each underlined sentence.
- Write the appropriate number for each sentence.
- If you need help, the revised paragraph has been provided for you as well.

Remember: This draft contains revision and editing errors. Follow the writing process, to revise and edit.

Draft

Paragraph 5

She was a good friend to her family and brothers and sisters. When life knocked her down, Gloria always stood tall and looked ahead. From beginning to end, Gloria was a survivor. She affected many lives during her eighty three years on this earth. For those of us who are left behind, she survives and lives on in our memories and our hearts.

Revised Paragraph 5

From beginning to end, Gloria was a survivor. When life knocked her down, she always stood tall and looked ahead. She affected many lives during her eighty three years on this earth. For those of us who are left behind, she survives and lives on in our memories and our hearts.

She was a good friend to her family and brothers and sisters.

Answer:

When life knocked her down, Gloria always stood tall and looked ahead.

Answer: